Go to www.classicsforkids.com
Click on **Music**
Choose *Instruments of the Orchestra*

What role does the conductor play? ____________________________________________

Choose a section. ______________________________________________________________

How do the instruments in this section make a sound? ____________________________

Pick an instrument in this section. ____________________________________________

Click on **Music** in the upper purple navigation.
Choose **Musical Dictionary** from the menu.

Find the musical definition of the instrument you chose. ____________________________

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Listen to the example.

Click on **Music** in the upper purple navigation.
Choose **Musical Careers** from the menu.

Find the interview with the conductor.

What is the conductor’s name? ________________________________________________

Read about her background.

Pick three questions and listen to her responses.

Write down three things you learned from the interview.

1. _______________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________

Click on **Music** in the upper purple navigation.
Choose **Hear the Music** from the menu.

Pick a piece of music. _________________________________________________________

Listen to the music.

How does it make you feel? ____________________________________________________

Draw a picture on the back that shows what you are feeling.